Hanson Cabinets
Classic Series—Multi-Family Specifications
Cabinet Doors and Drawer Fronts





½” door overlay
Classic flat panel with solid wood frame and mortise and tenon joints, ¼” veneer center panel, with finger pulls
on the top and bottom
Classic raised panel with solid wood frame and mortise and tenon joints, ¾” solid wood center panel, with finger
pulls on the top and bottom
Shaker flat panel with solid wood frame and mortise and tenon joints, ¼” veneer center panel

Sizes



A wide variety of wall, base, tall and vanity cabinets available. Standard size widths and heights in 3” increments
Standard or tall vanity cabinets available at the same price

Modifications







Reduced depths available
Extended stiles available
WHEDA height cabinets and removable sink fronts for WHEDA applications available
ADA cabinets available
Full extension side mount and soft close drawer, door, options available
Dove tail drawer box available

Wood Species


Maple and Oak

Colors




Oak—Natural, Light, Spice
Maple—Natural, Honey, Fireside, Wiley, Ballister, Mocha
White, Gray

Cabinet Face Frame



¾” x 1 ½” kiln dried hardwood stiles and rails
¾” x 3” kiln dried hardwood center stiles as required

Wall Cabinet Box Construction





½” particle board end panels with natural maple vinyl laminate interior
Exposed end panels have vinyl laminate exteriors in coordinating finish as required
1/8” backs with ¾” hang rails at the top and bottom
½” wall cabinet tops and bottoms with natural maple color vinyl laminate interior and finished exterior in
coordinating finish

Wall Cabinet Shelves



(1) ¾” thick with natural maple color vinyl laminated adjustable shelves in each 24” wall cabinet
(2) ¾” thick with natural maple color vinyl laminated adjustable shelves in 30” wall cabinet

Base Cabinet Box Construction







½” particle board end panels with natural maple color vinyl laminate interior
Exposed end panels have vinyl laminate exteriors in coordinating finish as required
1/8” backs with ¾” hang rails at the top
½” base cabinet floors with natural color vinyl laminate interior
(4) ¾” thick corner blocks at the top corners of each base cabinet
Recessed toe kick is unfinished, vinyl laminate toe kick is available in 8’ sections

Base Cabinet Shelves


½” thick fixed, full depth vinyl laminated shelf at mid-height position in all base cabinets 12” wide or wider,
except sink and vanity sink bases

OPTIONAL: (1 or 2) Roll-out trays are available

Drawers


½” thick particle board four sided with butt joints and natural maple color vinyl laminate sides and top,
22” deep in bases, 18” deep in standard vanities




¼” thick bottom with natural maple color vinyl laminate interior
¾ extension, self-closing, single captive epoxy-coated drawer guides with built in drawer stop

Hinges


Concealed 2 piece, 6 way adjustable

Handles/Pulls



Not included, but are available at an additional charge
Drilling for door/drawer pulls is included when purchasing the standard hardware with the cabinets

Full Two Year Warranty
Warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use for a period of 2 years from the date
of purchase. See warranty for details and exclusions

